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The vastness of deep blue oceans can incite a fear of the unknown in many
people. But while the roaring waves crash, a hidden magic and calmness can
be found in the center of it all. 4GƃGEVKQPU allows people to look beyond
that fear and find the hidden calm and excitement in blue ocean waves.
Incorporating the senses of sight, touch, and sound plays an important role
in the design. Soft bubbling sounds in more energetic spaces help to
promote peaceful and imaginative thoughts. Rushing waterfalls and
sparkling lights reflect colors and patterns all around the space. Warm soft
sand and smooth cool water textures provide contrast and promote a hands
on connection between guests and the natural world. It is these senses and
designs that will allow guests to connect with this space on a more spiritual
level. 4GƃGEVKQPUis a space of inner exploration, peace, and magic.

PROJECT NOT IN SCOPE
EXISTING AQUARIUM

1.) Aquarium tanks throughout the space
provide a more straight-forward connection
with marine life.

“MAZE” AND PLAY

2.) The sandbox station allows guests to
dig for hidden shells.
CAFE
EXHIBIT

3.) Changes in flooring help divide the space.
4.) Exit to the outdoor lounge where
guests can build sandcastles and relax.

OCEAN LINE

ENTRY
LOUNGE

6.) Cave-like sculptural walls provide an
immersive walk to the underground
aquarium.

UNDERGROUND
AQUARIUM
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5.) Elevator and escaltors lead down to the
underground aquarium.

An additional step allows for smaller
children to have access to the sandbox
station where they can dig for shells.

Cove Lighting provides ambient light
throughout the space to help
brighten the blue and purple hues.
LED ceiling and wall sculptural figures
guide the guests to the “maze” and
play area.

Sculptural colored LED beams create a
portal-like tunnel and walkway from the
lobby of the space to the play area.

The waterfall wall feature emphasizes
the sense of sound, adding another
level of immersion to the “maze” and
play area.

The aquarium and projection mapping
combination allows guests to explore
marine life while stepping on floor pads
to activate information on the tank about
the fish in the tank.
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1.) The light portal guides guests from the
entry and lounge to the play area and the
cafe exhibit.
2.) Dropped ceiling elements help
emphasize changes in the environment.
3.) Dropped ceiling aquariums bring about a
more unique way of viewing marine life.
4.) LED ring lights brighten the space and
create more points of emphasis
5.) Projection mapping in the underground
aquarium allows for a play between
technology and the natural world.
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View to the ocean beyond with
projection mapping technology bridges
the natural world with technology;
creating a wholey unique experience.
The elevator and escalators provide easy
access to the underground aquarium.
Cave-like wall elements add a layer of
immersion through sight and touch.
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The beginning of our story starts off on a more
normal and comfortable tone much like
4GƃGEVKQPU appearance during the daytime.

Once you can push past the initial fear of
UQOGVJKPIPGY[QWECPITQYCPFTGNCZ

The sound of the ocean waves crashing onto
the sand was the only thing that guided her
through the darkness. The sand was cool and
soft on her bare feet and suddenly she felt a
cold rush of water. She bent down and
reached her hands towards the water. She felt
the smooth bubbling texture of the water
mixed with the sand and shells it was bringing
to the shore. This was the perfect spot. Gazing
towards the twinkling stars in the sky she
stepped back to put some distance between
her and the water. After unrolling her towel she
laid down to gaze at the vast starry night sky.

The water continues to travel along her skin
creating a tingling sensastion that sends a
small shiver down her spine. As the water
approaches closer to her face it begins to
bubble creating a protective barrier of water
around her. Her eyes close and behind her
closed eyelids she sees a whirlwind of color
and movement.
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As she listened to the waves crash, she ran her
fingers along the sand next to her noticing
every little crystal and pebble mixed in. Her
eyes closed and her mind began to drift off,
lost in her own imagination.

With her eyes still closed she feels as though
she is being pulled toward the ocean and into
its depths. The bubble around her is warm
although she knows the water should feel cold.
It sends an aura of wonder to her brain. She
opens her eyes to see stingrays and sea turtles,
jellyfish and starfish, assortments of coral. So
much beauty in one place she doesn’t know
where to look first. She lets her eyes wander
taking in every little detail. She is safe.
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#VƂTUVVJGUVCTVQHUQOGVJKPIPGYCPF
fantastical can be alarming and jarring.
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Suddenly, she feels the ocean waves envelop
her, the tide coming in. The rush of cold water
on her body jolts her out of her daydream and
she jumps up off her towel. She quickly pulls
all her things away from the water. Once her
things are safe from the rising tide she
approaches the water yet again. Something is
different about it. Colors seem to be
morphing among the waves and as a wave rolls
towards the shore she notices the moonlight
create sparkles on the current.

After a few moments she finds a newfound
peace at the seemingly chaotic ocean around
her. She begins to notice the movement of the
stingrays and sea turtles; how they create formations and swim as groups. The jellyfish
above her bounce and their stingers remind
her of ribbons and flowers blowing in the wind.
She wonders that perhaps she should feel
afraid but she doesn’t.

The wave reaches her feet and sends an
electric shock throughout her body. She jumps
and looks down on instinct to notice the water
slowly travelling up her body. She steps back
in panic only to find the water is relentless and
as it flows up her legs and stomach a sudden
warmth envelops her.
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Suddenly the bubble surrounding her begins
to cool and she feels herself being lifted and
pulled away from the underwater wonder. As
the bubble tugs her towards the shore the
ocean around her morphs once again into a
whirlwind of colors, shapes, and light. She
once again feels the tingling sensation of the
water flowing along her skin; only this time its
flowing away from her until it is gone and she
is left of the sandy shore. Her adventure is over
but she is renewed.

